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SUBMARY

A preliminary investigation of external-flow jet-aqnted double
slotted flaps on a rectangular wing with an aspect ratio of 6 has been
made in the Langley 300 MPH7- by 10-foot tunnel. Q@mmentum air was
blown from one and two nacelles over the double slotted flaps of x per-
cent wing chord incorporating vanes of either ~. 3 percent or 20 percent

w of the flap chord.

Lift coefficients larger than the Jet reaction in the lift direction
were attained with the external-flow jet-augmented double slotted flaps.
Over the lift-coefficient range investigated, these flaps produced about
80 percent of the lift produced by the jet-augmented plain flap investi-
gated in NACA Technical Note 3865. The lift coefficients for configura-
tions incorporating an inboard nacelle, a midspan nacelle, or W.n nacelles
were about the same throughout the momentum-coefficient range tested.

With the center of moments at 25 percent wing mean aerodynamic chord,
large negative pitching mmnents were found to exist for the double-slotted-
flap configurations which were cwrpsrable with those producti by the Jet-
aqented plain flap previously investigated. The loss in lift needed to
trim these pitching mgxnentsfor a tail located 2 wing chords behind the
wing was estimated to range from 7.5 percent to 27.5 percent of the total
wing lift.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable emphasis is being placed on methods of increasing the
lift of airplane wings to reduce the landing and take-off distances and
velociti-es. One such meth~, which employs the jet flap, consists of
directing a thin, high-momentm, jet sheet of air downward from a continuous
slot in the wing trailing-edge region (ref. 1) and, thus, greatly augments

._



2 NACA TN 4079

the lifting capabilities of a wing. Investigations (refs. 2 and 3) in
which the air was eJected fran a slot on the upper surface of the wing and
thence downward over a raund trailing edge indicated even greater lift
augrnentation. Another arrangement of the $gt-augmented flap (ref. 4) in
which the exhaust from pod-mounted jet engines was deflected upward through
a slot between the wing and flap and then downwsrd over the flap also
showed promise in augmenting the lift of wings.

The present investigation was undertaken to determine the lift-
augmentation abilities of an external-flow Jet-augmented flap in which
the Jet exhaust from pod-mounted nacelles is directed over a double
slotted flap. This configuration was chosen because it is better lift-
wise in the event of power failure than the single slotted flap of refer-
ence 4.

This preltiinary investigation of external-flow jet-a~ented flaps
was conducted on a rectangular wing with an aspect ratio of 6 with double
slotted flaps in the Langley 300 MFH 7- w-lo-foot tunnel. High-momentum
air was blown from one and two nacelles, suspended below the wing, over
double slotted flaps of 30 percent chord. _The investigation covered a
momentum-coefficient range from O to 28 and a flap-deflection range from
45° to 90° at an angle of attack of OO.

The
witk the

CD

CL

cL,r

(%)CP+

c!~

Cv

—

SYMEOLS .

coefficients of forces and moments are referred to the wind axes
center of moments at 25 percent wing mean aerodynamic chord.

drag coefficient, Drag
qs

Liftlift coefficient, —
qs

jet-circulation lift coefficient

jet-off lift coefficient

pitching-moment coefficient, ~
qse

momentum coefficient, g

—
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f> c wing

G wing

chord, ft

mean aerodynamic chord, 0.833 ft for wing with aspect
* ratio of 6

% acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2

M pitching moment, ft-lb

Fi measured thrust at engine nacelle, lb

Fr measured jet reaction with flaps deflectd, lb

P free-stresm static pressure, lb/sqft

P* total pressure at nozzle exit, lb/sqft

P

●

R

s

a

T

v

‘J

Y

t5f+

&
free-stream dynsmic pressure, ~ ,

mass d=sity of air, slugs/cu ft

/

ft-lb ~
universal gas constant, —

lb

semispan-wing ueaj 2.083 Sq ft for
of 6

angle of attack, deg

nozzle-exit temperature, %

free-stresm velocity, ft/sec

lb/sq ft

wing tith aspect ratio

Jet velocity (isentropic expansion is assmed),

/!, ft/Bec

weight rate of jet flow, lb/see

ratio of specific heats for air, 1.4

flap-deflection angle, measured with respect to wing chord
line, deg

Jet-deflection angle, measured with respect to wing chord
line, deg

— —
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APPARATUS AND MODEL +

The external-flow jet-augmented double slotted flaps were investiga-
ted in the Wgley 3~ MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel by means of the semispen-
wing technique in which the ceiling of the tunnel was used as the reflec-
tion plane. The general arrsmgement of the wing, flaps, end nacelles is
shown in figures 1 smd 2. The 10-inch-chord NACA 0012 airfoil was modi-
fied behind the 0.6c station to allow for the installation of the double
slotted flaps (fig. 1). The sanispsn wing was unswept and untapered and
had a span of 30 inches. The large-vane double-slotted-flap configuration
consisted of a flap of 30 percent of the tig chord msde of steel and a
vane of 58.3 -percentof the flap chord made.of aluminum. A small steel
vane of 20 percent of the flap chord was used with the 30-percent-chord
flap for the small-vsme double-slotted-flap configuration. The vsme
ordinates are given in tables I and 11 and the flap ordinates are given
in table III. The nacelles used with the double slotted flaps were

constructed from standard ~-inch steel pipe with a l-inch-diameter ori-
%

fice at the exit (figs. 1 and 2).

.—

—

High-pressure air was brought to the balance frsme by mesms of the b
same piping arrangement used in the investigation of reference 2. A

~~-inch steel pipe, rigidly attached to the balance frsme,

through a tunnel-ceiling slot and supported the nacelles in
of the wing. The weight rate of air flow was determined by
calibrated sharp-edged orifice in the air-supply pipe.

TESTS AND TEST CONDITIONS

projected .

the proximity
mesms of a

the
coe

The tests were made in the Langley 300 MPH7- by 10-foot tunnel at
dynamic pressures, velocities, Reyaolds nmbers, and momentm-
Y?icientranges given in the following @ble:

Dynamic pressure, q, Velocity, V, Re~olds Range of momentum
lb/sq ft ft/sec number coefficient, Cv

1 29.2 154,m o to 28.00
2 41.3 218,000 0 to ~7.38
10 92.4 488,000 0 to 3.49

The most desirable condition would have been to conduct all the
tests at the highest dynamic pressure of 10 pounds per square foot.
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● However, stice the air supply available was limited to a~ut 1.@ pounds
per second at 300 poumds per sqyare inch, it becsme necessary to use
lower values of dynamic pressure to cover a higher mmnentum-coefficient
range.

Three nacelle srrangments were tested with the large-vane double-
slotted-flap configuration: a twin-nacelle arrangement with nacelles
at the 27-percent- and 76-percent-semispan stations, a single inboard
nacelle at the 27-percent-semispan station, and a rnidspannacelle at the
50-percent-semispan station. Only the twin-nacelle arrangement was
tested with the small-vane double slotted flap.

The large-vane double slotted flap was tested through a flap-
deflection range frank5° to ~, and the small-vane double slotted flap
was tested through a flap-deflection range frcm 45° to 75°. All tests
were conducted with the -g at an angle of attack of OO.

CORREK!TIONS

~et-boundsry corrections applied to the drag data were obtained
frcm the methods of reference 5. The angle of attack was not correct&i.
The magnitude of the corrections was determined by considering only the
aerodynamic forces (circulation-lifteffects) on the mcdel that resulted
after the jet-reaction components had been subtracted from the data as
follows:

[ (] 2
CD = !D,measured + 0.00357 CL -Cvsinbj+a

As a result of the small size of the model with respect to the size of
the tunnel test section, blocking corrections were believed to be neg-
ligible and, thus, were not applied to the data. Tare corrections were
applied to lift, drag, and pitching mcment to account for the effect of
nacelle piping. These correcticms were measured in the absence of the
wing. Because the investigation was of a preliminary nature, the mutual
wing-pipe interference effects were not dete-ined.

- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Jet

Wesentation of Results

Static calibration of the effectiveness of the flaps in turning the
downward is presented in figures 3, 4, and 5. A sample plot of the

—
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factors making up the lift coefficient of the large-vane external-flow
jet-augmenteddouble-slotted-flapconfiguration at ~f = 75° fsPre-
sented as figure 6. The longitudinal aeroQmamic coefficients at zero
angle of attack for the twin-nacelle configurations we presented as a
function of lift coefficient in figures 7 and 8 for the large- and small-
vane configurations, respectively. A comparison of the aerodynamic
characteristics of the two double-slotted-flapconfigurations with those
of a jet-a~ented plain flap from reference 2 is given in figure 9. A
comparison of the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients of single- and
twin-nacelle configurations at zero angle of attack on the large-vane
double slotted flap is presented in figure 10.

t

.

Discussion

Tests with q = o.- A measure of the flap effectiveness in turning the
jet downward Fr/Fi determined from the lift and drag data with zero

tunnel velocity is presented as a function of the initial jet reaction -
(thrust) Fi in figure 3. The large-vsne flap configuration redirected

approximately 69 percent of the initial jet reaction about 56° at
bf = 45°, but only 56 percent was redirected 90° when ~f = 75°. One w
possible explanation of these low efficiencies is that part of the initial
reaction is lost in the spanwise flow which occurs when the jet strikes
the flaps. The small-vsne-configurationdata (fig. 3(b)) generally show
about the same values of Fr/Fi as those of the large-vane-configuration
data at the lower flap deflections, but about 10 percent less at a flap
deflection of no.

The jet-deflectionangle obtained from lift ad drag measurements
was generally about 12° luger than the flap-deflection angle. (See
fig. 4.) The jet-deflectionangle is influenced by the curvature of the
upper surface of the flap which fomns an angle of 18° with the flap ref=-
ence line at the flap trailing edge. As noted in reference 6, the jet-
deflection angle ccxnputedfrcm lift and drag values, measured on the

,balance system at q = O, includes induced c~onents arising frcm pres-
sures induced on the wing and flap by the jet. Since a pressure distri-
bution over the wing and flap was not included in this investigation,
the magnitude of these effects could not be determined.

In reducing the data in this paper, the calcuMted thrust of the
nacelle has been used ~jvj/g) ●

The losses associated with the nacelle

exit sre shown in figure 5 which compares the calculated and measured
values of thrust in the absence of the wing and shows that the measured
values are about 10 percent less than the calculated values. ThiS differ- ‘ -
ence should be kept in mind when comparing these data with data based on a
measured value of thrust. .
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Lift coefficient.- The lift coefficient of a wing with a jet flap
can be divided into three separate components as follows:

where ()CL CP=O is the jet-off lift coefficient, Cp sin~j+~) iS

the Jet-reaction component in the lift direction, and CL ~ is the
Y

pressure-lift coefficient induced by the jet sheet.

The variation of these components with Cw for the large-vsne double-
slotted-flap configuration is shown in figure 6. This variation, which is
typical of all the configurations investigated, shows that lift coefficients
larger than the jet reaction in the lift direction were obtained with the
external-flow jet-au~ented double slotted flap. The mcmentum coefficients
ranged from O to 28 and the lift coefficients varied from about 1.2 to 28
as can be seen from a study of the figures. The jet-reaction component in
the lift direction Cw sti(~j + a) shown in figure 6 is based on the cal-

culated mcmentum coefficients available at the nacelle exit. Since this
smalysis does not take into account the spanwise losses which occur as the
jet spreads over the flaps or the 10-percent difference between calculated
and measured thrust at the nacelle exit, the value of ~,r shown is con-

servative; the analysis does show, however, the gain that is obtained with
this arrangement over that of directing the jet downward at an angle equal
to 5j.

me Varktion of CL with bf for the double-slotted-flap arrsmge-

ment (figs. 7 and 8) is not as pronounced as for the jet flap of refer-
ence 2, probably because of the decrease in jet-deflection efficiency
(fig. 3) with increased double-slotted-flap deflection. In fact, there
is only a small variation with deflection for the small-vane configura-
tion (fig. 8(a)). The largest values of CL obtained over most of the

% range were at bf = 75° (~j = 9°) for the large-v~e confi~ation
sndat Gf= 55° (bj = 66°) for the small-vsne configuration (figs. 8
and 9).

E&h of the twin-nacelle doubleslotted-flap configurations sre
compsred in figure 9 with the jet-augmented plain flap of reference 2
on the basis of equivalent angles of Ej. Over the range of ~ inves-

tigated, the large- and small-vane double slotted flaps produced lift
coefficients amounting to about 80 percent sad 75 percent, respectively,
of the lift coefficients produced by the jet-augmentedplain flap. In
making this comparison it should be raembered that both the configura-
tions in this investigation and in the one reported in reference 2 were
of a preliminary nature, and the configurations were not necessarily
optimum.
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Nacelle location
no appreciable effect

NACA TN 4079

and the number of nacelles used was seen to have
on the lift characteristics at low values of Cp

(fig. 10) but began to have an effect at the upper limits of the rage
of Cu. For instance, in the range of Cp frcm 10 to 17 the twin-

nacelle configuration cleszly produces higher lift coefficients for a
given value of Cv than either of the single-nacelle configurations.

Drag characteristics.- Since the drag coefficient includes the jet-
reaction component in the thrust direction, the drag coefficient shows
a pronounced variation with bf at a constmt lift coefficient. For
exsmple, at a lift coefficient of 20 the drag coefficient varies frcm .-.

-5.7at bf = 45° to 9.5 at bf = 5@ (fig. 7(b)). The drag coefficients

throughout the lift-coefficientrange for the twin-nacelle configura-
tion were generally lower than those for the inboard-nacelle configura-
tion (fig. 10). Increasing the number of nacelles improved the spanwise
distribution of the jet and decreased the drag values.

—

Pitching-mcment characteristics.-The pitching-mcment data show
that, as for the jet flap (refs. 1 and 2), the large lift coefficients
associated with jet-augmented flaps are acc~anied by Isxge pitching
moments. The results of both the large- ‘--and small-vane configurations
(figs. 7 and 8, respectively) indicate a decrease in pitchi.ng-mcznent

‘*

coefficient with increased flap deflection. Similsx trends are shown
in reference 2 for a wing with a very short flap chord. .

If a tail length of 25 is assumed, the loss in lift due to the tail
load required to trim out the negative pitching maent of the wing mea-
sured at 0.2% for the large- and small-vane double-slotted-flap con-
figurations vsried frcxn22.5 to 27.5 percen% and frcm7.5 to 19.25 per-
cent, respectively, of the total wing lift. Correspmding values for
the jet-augmentedplain flap were from 10.0 to 19.75 percent of the
total wing lift.

SINIM&RYOFRESUGTS

A wind-tunnel investigationhas been-e of external-flow jet-
augmented double slotted flaps on a rectmgular wing at an angle of
attack of 0° to high momentun coefficients, and the following results
are presented:

1. Lift coefficients larger than the
tion were obtained with the external-flow
flaps.

—

set reaction in the lift direc- ‘
Jet-augmenteddouble slotted

#

.
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2. Over the lift-coefficient range -am 1.2 to 28 and the momentum-9
coefficient range from about O to 28, the average lift coefficients
obtained with the large- end small-vane external-flow double slottti

. jet-augmented flaps were about 80 percent and 75 percent, respectively,
of the lift coefficients attainable with a jet-augnented plain flap.

3. With the center of mcments at the 25 percent mean aerodynamic
chord, large negative pitching mcments were found to exist for the
external-flow jet-augmented double slotted flaps. The loss in lift
required to trim these pitching mcments was estimated to be from 7.5 per-
cent to 27.5 percent of the total wing lift which is cmnpsrable with that
of a jet-augmented plain flap.

4. The variation of lift coefficient with maentum coefficient was
about the ssme for an inbosrd nacelle, a midspan nacelle, or a twin-
nacelle configuration.

Lsngley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Ccmmittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., June 6, 1957.
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✎ TABLE I.- LKRGE-VANE 0RIH2WTES

[All dimensions are in inche~

z

Pivot point

- x

I- 1.75 \

Station, Upper Lower
x z z

o 0 0
.075 .128 -.106
.100 .142 -.109
.125 .153 -.111
.150 .164 -.113
.250 .197 -.111
●3W .219 -.lCQ
.k~ .232 -.084
.550 .236 -.062
.650 .235 -.036
.750 .228 -.010
.850 .218 .010
.~o .203 .024

1.050 .185 .032
1.150 .165 .036
1.250 .144 .038
1.350 .119 .036
1.450 .093 .030
1.5%) .065 .020
1.650 .034 .005
l.~o .003 -.012

Pivot-point ordinates: x = 0.04, Z=o

.

.
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TAELE II.- E!MAIL-VANEORDINATES

[Ml dimensions sre in inched
z

)-
Pivot point

x

Station, Upper &wer
x z z

o 0 0
.010 ,030 -.029
.020 .043 -.042
.030 .051 - -.049
●040 .058 -.054
:05: .063 -.059

.068 -.063
.070 .072 -.066
.080 .075 -.068
.o~ .077 -.069
.100 .080 -.070
●150 .080 -.063
,200 .074 -.O*
.250 .064 -.047
.300 .@o -.040
.350 .032 -.040
.400 .012 -.043
.450 -.011 -.052
.500 ;:~; -.064
.550 -.080
.600 -Ooq -.og7

Pivot-point ordinates: x = 0.04, z = O
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TABLE III.- lKLKPORDINATES

[~ dimensions ae in inche~

z

Station,
x

o
.1X
.300
.450
.6CM)
.750
●m

1.WO
1.200
1.350
1.500
1.650
1.8(xI
1.%0
2.100
2.250
2.400
2.550
2.700
2.850
3.000

Upper
z

O.lgo
.361
.424
.460
.479
.487
.488
.481
.466
.448
.425
.398
.368
.335
.302
.260
.217
.170
.120
.067
.007

Lower
z

0.1902
.0369
.0099

0
.0009
.0060
.Olm
.0249
.0381
.W22
.0672
.0801
,.0882
.0891
.0891
● 0831
.0720
.0582
.Ml
.0201
.0069

x

.

.



(a) Large-vane configuration. Flap of X percent of
with vane of Y8.5 percent of flap chord.

wing chord

F@ure 1.- Details of external-flow jet-au@Entti double slotted flap investigated on a rectan-

g~ wing with an aspect ratio of 6 havhu an liACAOCIU airfoil section. KU. tiensions are

in inches.
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(b) SLUKU-vaue con.fl.guratlmn. Flap of 30 percent of wing chord
with vane of 20 percent of Klap chord..

Figure 1.- Concluded.
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(a) Large-vane

Figure 3.- Effect of

30 40

configuration.

flap-deflection
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and Inboard-nacelle emengements.

on Jet-deflection effectiveness. q=o.
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(b) SmaK!--vane conflguxation. Twti-nacelle

Figure 3.- Concluded.
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Figure 4.- Variation of jet-deflection angle with flap-deflection angle for large- and mall- G
vane configurations. q=o.
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Colculofed thrust, lb

Figure 5.- Variation of calculatedthrust uith measured thrust obttied h absence of wlmg.
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s
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o / 2 3 4 5
t

6 7
Cp

23-

Figure 6.- Factors making up the lift coefficient of the lsrge-vsne double-
slotted-flap configuration.
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(a) Vsriation of CW with CL for various flap-deflection angles.

Figure 7.- Aerodynsmic effects of blowing from the twin-nacelle smrange-
ment over a large-vane double-slotted-flap configuration. G = OO.

.

—
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(b) Variation of @ with ~ for v~ious flap-cleflection sngles.

Figure 7.- Centinued.
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04 8 /2 /6 20 24 28
CL

(C) vRI?htiOII Of ~ with CL for vsrious flap-deflection angles.

Figure 7.- Concluiiedo
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36
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24
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8

4

0

25

0- 4 8 /2 20 24 =
c’

(a) Variation of Cw with CL for various flap-deflection angles.

Figure 8.- Aerodynamic effects of blowing from the twin-nacelJe sxrange-
ment over a small-vane double-slotted-flap configuration. u = OO.

— ——
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(b) Variation of CD with CL for various flap-deflection angles.
●

Figure 8.- Continued.
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8

4

cm o

-4

-8

-Lu
04 8 /2 /6 20 24 28

q

(c) Variation of ~ with CL for various flap-deflection angles.

Figure 8.- Concluded.
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8f, deg 8], deg
0 L orge - vtme twin nacelles 55 66
❑ Smo/1 - vone twin nocelles 55 65

A Jet-augmented ploin f/oD (ref. 2) 70 67

CL

(a) Variation of

Figuxe 9.- Compsrlson of aerodynamic
flow jet-augmented double slotted
flap.

CP with ~.

characteristics of two external-
flaps with a jet-augmented plain “

.

.

.

,

.
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. &f, deg $w, deg
0 Large- vone twin nffcelles 55 66
Q Smo/1- vane twin nocelles 55 65
A Jet-augmented ploin flop [ret 2) 70 67

4

0

-4

(b) Variation of CD with CL.

.

.

(c) Variation of ~ with ~.

Figure 9.- cOnCIU&d.
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CL

(a) Variation of Cp with CL.

Figure 10.- Aerodynamic effects of nacelle position and number on the
lsxge-vane configuration. a= 00; bf = 750.

.

*
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.

O lnboor~ noce;le

❑ Mi~spon nocelle

0 Twin nacelles

(b) Variation of CD with CL.

.

u 4

.

.

(c)

8 /2 /6 20 24
CL

Variation of ~ tith CL.

Figure 10.- Concluded.
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